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If h < b , the curve is known as curtate hypocycloid
(or curtate epicycloid); if h~b (the point is on the
rim of the rolling circle), the curve is known as
hypocycloid (or epicycloid); and if h > b, the curve
IS called prolate hypocycloid (or prolate
epicycloid). Figure 2 and 3 show some typical
curves.
x ~ (a -b)cosl + hcos(a / b -1)1,
y = (a - b)sint - hsin(a / b -1)1
and,
x ~ (a + b)cosl - hcos(a / b + 1)1,
y = (a + b)sinl -hsin(a / b + 1)1.
hypotrochoids and epitrochoids are respectively
given by
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Figure 1: A hypotrochoid and an Epitrochoid
Figure 2: Some Hypotrochoids; the numbers shown are (a, b, h)
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Introduction
Two interesting roulettes are known by the names
of hypotrochoids and epitrochoids (Figure I). The
fanner is a curve traced by a point attached at a
distance h from the center of a circle of radius b
rolling around the inside of a fixed circle of radius
a. An epitrochoid, on the other hand, is generated
when a circle rolls around the outside of a fixed
circle, (Figure Ib). The parametric equations of
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Abstract
Interesting images are generated by combining
several randomly-generated randomly-colored
trochoids. A simple code that generates these
images is given.
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